Twenty-five years of germinal centre physiology: implications for tolerance in the secondary B cell repertoire.
Twenty-five years ago, when I delivered the inaugural lecture of the Scandinavian Society for Immunology, my mind was filled with germinal centres because of the extraordinary antigen-capturing mechanism there, which depended on follicular dendritic cells trapping the antigen and holding it in an extracellular location for long periods of time, following which the germinal centre reaction developed around the antigen depot. It was apparent that germinal centres had much to do with immunological memory, but few functional details of their role were known. In the intervening period, a great deal of knowledge has accumulated about germinal centres, which have become known as the sites of extensive B cell proliferation, immunoglobulin variable region gene hypermutation, and selection of better antigen-binding variants leading to affinity maturation in the antibody response. Our laboratory's interest was reawakened when we came to examine the hypothesis that B lymphocytes destined to develop into memory B cells might pass through a 'second window' of tolerance susceptibility if they encountered antigen in the absence of T-cell help. We have constructed a model of tolerance dependent on the injection of soluble deaggregated antigen before or even up to 6 days after T cell-dependent challenge immunization. The model was intended to mimic what might happen if a B cell, developing correctly in a germinal centre, fortuitously mutates to acquire cross-reactivity to a soluble self antigen. We have shown that the surrogate self-antigen can profoundly impair the germinal centre process and virtually stop the emergence of high affinity memory B cells.